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The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief
overview of literature that examines the subject of
how both learners and teachers view the relative seri-
ousness of pragmatic and grammatical errors, to dis-
cuss the results of field research carried out in the
business training community in Tokyo, and to look at
learner and teacher opinions on learning environ-
ments. Initially, I will discuss literature that focuses
on research involving different uses of pragmatic com-
petence, specifically literature that looks at pragmatic
competence in Japanese speakers of English. In the
second part of the literature overview, I will look at
studies that examine attitudes involving grammatical
versus pragmatic errors. Finally, I will look at some
ESL learners’ thoughts on native teachers, English
speaking co-workers, and English used in social situ-
ations.
In the section of the paper covering the field re-
search done in Tokyo during the fall of ２００２，I will
discuss data based on respondents’ answers to a ques-
tionnaire that compares pragmatic and grammatical
mistakes. The respondents all work in the ‘corporate
training’ industry in Tokyo. In short, this means that
the respondents are all involved to some degree in
either the teaching or organizing of business English
classes or international business seminars. Some of
the respondents also work in the rewriting/translation
divisions of these companies, and others are student
interns.
I have hypothesized that, in general, Japanese
speakers of English will see grammatical errors as
more serious than pragmatic errors, while native Eng-
lish speakers will see the pragmatic errors as being
just as serious or more serious than the pragmatic er-
rors. The hypothesis regarding native English speak-
ers is based on observations and notes taken during
my teaching of business English, and literature such
as Chick（１９９６）that suggest pragmatic errors and the
lack of knowledge of sociolinguistic rules of speech
are seen as sources of intercultural miscommunica-
tion. The hypothesis regarding Japanese speakers is
based on studies such as Bardovi-Harlig & Dornyei
（１９９８）that show second language learners tend to be
able to pick out grammatical errors much more easily
than they do pragmatic ones, and on the pervasive in-
fluence of the TOEIC（which does not test pragmatics,
but aside from the sections involving reading in listen-
ing comprehension, is geared heavily toward lexical
and syntactic proficiencies）test in the Japanese busi-
ness culture.
In the third section of the paper covering re-
search done in Tokyo in the summer of ２００３，I will
discuss how my initial research led me to explore
more deeply the views of some Japanese learners of
English in regards to their preferences in class sizes
and student/teacher interaction. Specifically, I wanted
to look at opinions regarding larger classes and possi-
bly using more than one instructor. In Japan there is a
strong presence of commercial language schools and
most of them try to offer smaller class sizes with
more chance for one-on-one student teacher interac-
tion. I wondered if students of an intermediate level
might feel that larger classes with more than one
teacher would provide a more varied learning environ-
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ment, or if they felt（as most of the teaching institu-
tions seem to）that smaller classes are preferable.
Pragmatic Competence and Speech Act perform-
ance in Second Language Learners
The focus in the last quarter of the twentieth
century on second language learning and teaching has
leaned toward theories involving communicative lan-
guage learning. Blum-Kukla（１９８２）noted that from
studies done in this field some main points have
emerged that have relevance to second language learn-
ing:
the interdependence between the social and lin-
guistic rules that govern
the effective use of language in context; the fact
that these two aspects of communicative compe-
tence are acquired together in early childhood
and the suggestion that certain aspects of the
communicative properties of languages may be
culture-and language-specific.（Blum-Kukla，１９８２）
In this paper I am primarily looking at the issues of
pragmatic and grammatical errors. The area of prag-
matics that my survey touches on most directly is the
issue of politeness and indirectness in requests. In
Blum-Kukla（１９８２）she points out that although indi-
rectness is generally regarded as a universal social
phenomenon, it is governed by different linguistic and
cultural conventions in each culture. In Blum-Kukla
（１９８７）she expands on her views regarding indirect-
ness and argues that（especially in the case of re-
quests）one needs to distinguish between two types of
indirectness: conventional and non-conventional．
（Conventional indirectness is seen as the use of sof-
teners to make a statement into a more polite re-
quest．‘Open the window’ is an order but can be made
more polite by asking ‘Could you please open the win-
dow？’ Non-conventional indirectness would address
the issue through a suggestion such as ‘It is really hot
in here．’ ）She argues that politeness and indirectness
are linked in the case of conventional indirectness, but
not always in the case of non-conventional indirect-
ness. She goes on to hypothesize that this relationship
could very well change across cultures.
I would argue that by the standards of English,
both conventional and non-conventional indirectness
are linked closely with politeness in Japanese. The
formal level of the Japanese language（keigo）has many
examples of what English speakers would regard as
politeness markers. But as Beebe and Takahashi
（１９８９）have pointed out, Japanese speakers may be
much more likely to give hints in situations that might
cause loss of face for an interlocutor. They have also
pointed out that Americans tend to use positive re-
marks（compliments/praise）more frequently and in
more places than Japanese. They cited that American
speakers tended to soften criticism with statements
such as ‘Thank you for your concern and efforts to...’
While Japanese when refusing advice from a person of
lower-status tend to be much more direct, and when
refusing advice or plans from persons of a higher
status tend to resort to a questioning strategy to show
disagreement. This tends to show the use of softeners
（what one might see as conventional indirectness or
if not at least similar in use to conventional strategies
for indirectness）is not as common in Japanese speak-
ers of English as are the use of what could be seen as
more non-conventional strategies（indirect questioning
and hints）．
Furthermore, a study by Beebe and Takahashi on
building pragmatic competence by Japanese learners
of English shows that higher proficiency learners of
English tend to engage in more pragmatic transfer as
their proficiency increases（they state that the learn-
ers fluency gave them ‘just enough rope to hang them-
selves with’ in regard to the use of statements like ‘I’
m deeply honored’ in response to receiving a simple
invitation）（Beebe and Takahashi１９８９）．These stud-
ies show that cultural and linguistic differences are
evident in speech of both higher and lower proficiency
level speakers and that pragmatic transfer creates a
problem not only in the strategies for choosing either
conventional or non-conventional indirectness, but
also in the word choice when using conventional indi-
rectness．（The overuse of ‘I apologize’ or ‘I must
apologize’ a more literal translation from the Japa-
nese rather than ‘I’m sorry’ which is more natural in
English．）
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Perceptions of Grammatical versus Pragmatic er-
rors
Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei summarize research
into the pragmatic competence of adult ESL and EFL
learners and state two important findings: the first
being that the pragmatics of learners and native
speakers are often quite different; Secondly further
research shows that grammatical development does
not necessarily ensure a corresponding level of prag-
matic development（Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei，１９９８）．
Building upon this research, Bardovi-Harlig and
Dornyei set out to investigate a primary question -
Do learners exhibit the same degree of awareness of
errors in grammar and pragmatics? They also investi-
gated questions related to the instructional environ-
ment（Do ESL and EFL learners show the same level
of awareness？）as well as the learners ‘level of pro-
ficiency （ Does the level of proficiency influence
awareness？）and the awareness of the learners’ in-
structors（Do non-native teachers and learners show
the same degree of awareness？）Using both video and
written questionnaires Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei
tested the reactions of EFL and ESL students and
teachers in the U.S., Hungary, and Italy. They found
that ESL students studying in the U.S. were able to
distinguish pragmatic errors more easily than their
EFL counterparts and considered the pragmatic er-
rors to be more salient than the grammatical ones .
This leads one to judge that the environmental influ-
ences of living in an English speaking culture had an
impact on the students’ views regarding grammatical
and pragmatic errors . Teachers showed similar
trends . While both the EFL and ESL teachers
seemed to recognize that there was an error of some
sort in both pragmatic and grammatical issues , the
EFL teachers ’ ratings for pragmatic errors was
１１．５％ lower than those of native speaking teachers.
While Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei consider resi-
dency to be a key factor to the learner’s views of the
relative salience of pragmatic and grammatical errors,
a second factor they mention may have quite a heavy
bearing on the perception of errors in Japan. They
mention the washback effect of language tests which
are primarily form focused. Since the taking TOEIC
has become such a integral part of Japanese business
culture, one could hypothesize that the washback ef-
fect of the TOEIC test may have significant impact on
the way many Japanese businessmen and women resid-
ing in Japan view grammatical and pragmatic errors.
Stage 1-2002 research
For the first part of my field research I decided
to concentrate on differences in views on the salience
of pragmatic and grammatical errors between native
speakers and Japanese bilinguals living in Japan. My
main research question was - would there be a differ-
ence between the native speakers of English and their
bilingual coworkers regarding the salience of prag-
matic errors?
Method
Participants
In the first stage of research, I distributed a
questionnaire to １８ people currently employed in the
corporate training industry in Tokyo. The businesses
in this industry arrange for business English classes
for employees of companies involved in international
business in Tokyo. The classes typically focus on lexi-
cal and syntactic issues such as writing and reading
business reports and discussing business issues in
English, along with pragmatic issues such as role
plays for greeting and entertaining clients and nego-
tiation. There is also much crossover in the areas of
corporate language training and the translation and
copy editing business（for example some large compa-
nies handle both corporate English teaching and
translation out of offices that share the same staff），
so many of the Japanese and foreign bilinguals have
duties that involve both arranging and/or teaching
classes as well as translation and rewriting. The
Japanese respondents who participated in this survey
are of a very high proficiency level. The respondents
reported that they have studied English on an average
of １２ years. Of the respondents who gave a TOEIC
score，（４chose not to answer this question, as it was
optional）the average score was ８９３． Two of the
Japanese respondents were interns, students working
part time at these companies during college. Of the
native speakers who answered，２were British and４
were American.
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Table１
Participants
Group No．Years studied English＊ TOEIC
Score*
Japanese １２ １２ ８９３
Workers １０ １２．５ ８３０．８
Students ２ １０．５ ９４２．５
Native Speakers ６
US ４
UK ２
*Averages．２of the participants did not give a TOEIC score. ２ of
the participants did not respond the query regarding years of Eng-
lish study.
Instrument
To test the perceived salience of grammatical and
pragmatic errors, I distributed a questionnaire to the
participants in two companies in Tokyo. I did not（as
Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei did）include appropriate
/control items. I did not want to concern the partici-
pants with trying to determine what was an error or
what was not an error, as I was primarily concerned
with the differences in views regarding the serious-
ness of the errors. For this reason, I stated in the in-
formation at the top of the questionnaire that all of
the items contained English which I termed ‘either
problematic or incorrect.’ The respondents were to
rate the samples on a scale of１to ５，with１being
seen as ‘the rating you would give to expressions that
you do not see as a major issue of concern.’ The５end
of the scale was explained as representing ‘expres-
sions that you would view as needing attention or
would cause you concern.’ I tried to avoid the term
‘correction’ when writing the instructions as I saw
that possibly giving emphasis to grammatical issues
（see appendix for the full questionnaire）．
The three items that contain pragmatic errors
were culled from notes taken during my teaching ex-
perience in Japan. In the cases of items two and ten
（see appendix A），the subject who made the prag-
matic error was reprimanded on his use of English by
his coworkers. In the case of item number five, a host
family complained to the school exchange program
about the student’ s blunt style（the use of ‘I want’ was
specifically mentioned）．
Variables in the analysis
The largest uncontrollable variable in this study
was due to the fact that the research was carried out
in business conditions that meant while the research
was approved by the companies where the question-
naire was distributed（and I received much support
from members of the staff at these offices, who helped
with the distribution and collection of the question-
naires），it was not an official element of company
business. Many studies of language learners are car-
ried out at schools in which the survey has the（possi-
bly only perceived）support of the academic institution
at which it is conducted in the eyes of the partici-
pants. Therefore, they may take the questions on a
survey more seriously than participants in a random
survey. A few of the Japanese participants described
the survey as difficult（none of the native speaking
participants did），and if the survey was viewed as
being both time consuming and not essential to com-
pany business, it may have been ‘rushed through.’ To
mitigate this problem, I kept the survey short（２
pages）and gave the participants a week to complete
the survey. I will return to the subject of company in-
volvement in studies in the section that discusses sug-
gestions for further research.
Results
The results showed that the native speaking par-
ticipants tended to view grammatical and pragmatic
errors as problems that were considered to have equal
weight. Interestingly the Japanese bilinguals working
in the training companies regarded the pragmatic vio-
lations as more serious than they did the grammatical
errors（a contradiction of my hypothesis）．The re-
sults from the Japanese students were closer to what
I had hypothesized, rating grammatical errors as much
more serious than pragmatic ones.
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Table２
Questionnaire results
Rating of seriousness of Pragmatic versus Grammatical
differences on a scale of１―５（Averages）
Group Pragmatic Grammatical Difference
Japanese
Students ２ ３．７ －１．７
Workers ３．５ ２．８ ＋１．３
Native speakers ３．１ ３．５ －０．３
The Japanese workers tended to be more respon-
sive to the two questions involving specific business
situations and positions of power. Items two and ten
were given ratings of ４．３ and ３．８ respectively while
the native speakers only rated them as ３．５ and ３．２．
Both native and Japanese workers tended to rate item
five（involving a youth on homestay）as being less se-
rious than the items involving business interactions.
Native speakers rated item five on an average of ２
while the Japanese workers gave it a rating of２．５．
Pedagogy
In the research that was conducted here Japanese
respondents who work regularly in a business environ-
ment tended to judge pragmatic mistakes as having a
level of salience on par or greater than that of gram-
matical mistakes. While the native speakers tended to
view grammatical and pragmatic mistakes as having
equal salience, In general, I did not find a significant
difference between the views of the Japanese bilingual
staff and their native speaker coworkers on questions
of politeness and indirectness in pragmatic compe-
tence（although the Japanese seemed to be more sensi-
tive to positions of power, many of them judging the
pragmatic usage on question number１０ to be very se-
rious）．While the data collected from the students（2
people）is too slim to base broad assumptions on, it
seems possible that the environmental conditions of
working in the field of business training had an effect
on the Japanese workers who have spent much time in
the industry. The students ‘TOEIC scores were very
high（both over９００）and both had studied abroad, yet
they both saw pragmatic issues as less salient than did
the native speakers and the Japanese office workers.
One could make two hypotheses from this: firstly that
the Japanese office workers through their daily inter-
action with native speaking staff in a business setting,
have developed an awareness of pragmatics that is
more similar to their native speaker coworkers. Sec-
ondly one might hypothesize that daily work with
English materials and texts that often give pointers on
proper business etiquette, as well as authentic materi-
als such as e-mail and business letters has had a cu-
mulative effect on these workers views of pragmatics.
Both of these hypotheses hold pedagogical impli-
cations. If one were to argue in the case of the first,
one could say that role plays involving business inter-
actions that are as authentic as possible are a good
way to raise awareness of pragmatic competence, in
addition, since the office staff have been interacting
with a number of native speaking staff, having more
than one native teacher in the room would be ideal for
raising the students awareness of the pragmatic issues
involved in communication. Kasper（１９９７）makes men-
tion of studies showing that traditional teacher di-
rected classroom discourse displays a narrow range of
speech acts（Long, Adams, McLean & Castanos１９７６，
cited in Kasper １９９７），a lack of politeness markings
（Lorscher & Schultze１９８８，cited in Kasper１９９７），
and a limited range of gambits for turn taking（DuFon
１９９１，cited in Kasper １９９７）and（Kasper １９８９）. She
also mentions Japanese classrooms as a place in which
children are trained from an early age in very differ-
ent roles as listener and turn-taker. All of the above
suggest that a class featuring more than one teacher
with expanded opportunities for different speech acts
might be a good stepping-stone to more efficient busi-
ness courses. If one were to argue in favor of the sec-
ond hypothesis, one might say that students pragmatic
abilities can be improved by paying careful attention
to the pragmatic issues highlighted in texts or even e-
mails and letters or recordings of phone calls.
Schimdt（１９９３）has pointed out that pragmatic knowl-
edge seems to be partly conscious and partly uncon-
scious, and therefore argues for a consciousness rais-
ing approach to the teaching of pragmatics. He men-
tions tasks that while not explicitly teaching the
forms of pragmatics, focus the learners attention on
using pragmatic forms, functions, and co-occuring fea-
tures of social context. He also sees a place for ex-
plicit teaching of the forms in recognizing a synergis-
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tic relationship between the mechanisms of implicit
and explicit knowledge.
Second Stage-Investigation of opinions on teacher
student ratios and multiple-teacher seminar style
classes.
After finishing the initial questionnaires in２００２，
I wanted to delve further into the issues that were
raised by the answers I had received. Some avenues of
research would have seemed very promising, such as
filming two teacher classes in business situations, but
were limited by the fact that most companies have
rules about the purposes for filming classes（classes
may be filmed for company training purposes, but not
for‘outside’ purposes - for example academic re-
search）. One avenue that proved feasible was to con-
duct a longer questionnaire followed by an interview
to give the respondents a chance to voice opinions on
how they felt that they has learned to use English in
situations similar to those given in the questionnaires.
Although this research is devoted primarily to
studying learner attitudes and opinions, the results
seemed to be in line with modern second language
learning interpretations of Vygotsky’s theories and
sociocognitive perspectives on SLA. Ohta（２００１）con-
nects Vygotsky’s developmental law to second lan-
guage learning and describes this construct as show-
ing that what was initially social ‘becomes a resource
for the individual through the process of meaningful
social interaction. This occurs through various par-
ticipation structures including peripheral participa-
tion.’ The focus of Ohta’s research is not specifically
related to ‘native speaker’/second language learner
relationships; for much of it is focused on the effects
that learners have on each other in the second lan-
guage classroom. But the points raised in the above
statement do go the heart of my questions about the
second language learning situations related by the in-
terviewees: what were the chances they had in work,
educational, and social situations to learn English
through social interaction?
The view of SLA as a sociocognitive phenomenon
is relatively recent and certainly does not enjoy the
following that theories such as nativism and behavior
ism did in their prime. But I believe Atkinson（２００２）makes
a good point in saying that the cognitive and social do
not merely interact, but are mutually constituted and
cannot be usefully separated. Interactionist theories
of SLA have attempted to link the social and cogni-
tive factors in second language learning. Larsen-
Freeman and Long（１９９１）cite that one of the strengths
of the Multidimensional Model（Pienemann and
Johnston；１９８７）is that it seeks to detail how social
factors interact with cognitive mechanisms to produce
specific microlinguistic features.
Whether one agrees with the sociocognitive ap-
proach to SLA or is a subscriber to Interactionist
theories（I personally support these views），is to
some degree beside the point when looking at a second
language classroom. Only the most hard-nosed nativist
would argue that the social situation in a classroom
has no effect on a language learner.
One issue that questions regarding the size of the
class and number of students and teachers could affect
is that of role identities and role expectations. In Ja-
pan（as is common in many Asian cultures）there is a
strong Confucian influence on the role identities for
students and teachers. A situation with more than one
teacher in the class might offer more flexibility in the
roles of students and teachers. As a strong believer in
classroom interaction, I think this would be beneficial
to the language acquisition process in the classroom.
The last statement is not meant as an assertion of
western（or Socratic）teaching methods over those
drawn from a tradition of Confucianism, or an indict-
ment of teaching in schools in Japan. But it does raise
the question of whether the altering the role identi-
ties for teachers and students would be an advantage,
or would it lead to more anxiety on the part of the
learners who might not feel comfortable with these
roles.
Description
This study uses both a questionnaire and inter-
views to investigate learner’s attitudes towards sec-
ond language learning environments. When most peo-
ple think of a second language learning environment, a
classroom is the first thing that pops to mind. I tried
to encourage the interviewees to consider the work-
place and social situations as learning environments as
well.
The questionnaire is an expansion of a question-
naire given to advanced level Japanese speakers of
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English and some business English instructors in２００２
for stage one of my research. For this second round
of research I focused less on the answers to the ques-
tions in the questionnaire（that was the sole focus of
the earlier research）and more on how the questions
could be used to get the interviewees to think about
how they felt they had learned elements of English. I
found myself focusing primarily then on the last three
questions of the interview sheet.
-Do you feel you that you remember things better
that you have learned in classroom situations, social
situations, or work related situations?
-Which of the following classroom situations do you
feel might be most beneficial to your English studies:
a）A small class（３－８people）with one native speak-
ing English teacher leading the class; or b）A medium
sized class（９－１５ people with two native English
teachers teaching together and leading smaller groups
within the class?
-Can you give some reasons for your opinion on the
above question?
（for the full questionnaire and interview sheet see
Appendices B and C)
My thoughts after the original questionnaire（in
２００２）had shown that this group of Japanese respon-
dents working in business training companies rating
pragmatic errors as at least as salient as grammatical
errors was that the international office had become a
learning environment, with pragmatics between the na-
tive English speaking co-workers playing a key role
in this environment. The Japanese co-workers, if not
in active participation with their native English
speaking cohorts were in a situation where the oppor-
tunities for ‘peripheral participation’ were immense.
I also realized that this would be an impossible
theory to test, especially with my somewhat limited
access to these offices and the people working therein
（I was free to ask questions; if people felt like par-
ticipating, they could, but I could not interfere with
daily business in any way）．What I felt would be fea-
sible was to find a small number of people who would
be willing to be interviewed about a questionnaire in-
volving primarily（but not exclusively）English used in
business situations.
When these interviews were completed, I felt I
needed another point of view, so I also arranged to
meet and interview a manager at a training company
whose job involves coordinating cross-cultural（pri-
marily American/Japanese-with an emphasis on learn-
ing English）business training seminars involving mul-
tiple instructors.
Questionnaires-stage two
I conducted six questionnaire and interview ses-
sions with Japanese people who were employed in po-
sitions using English in the workplace. The question-
naire sessions usually lasted about one hour（often
they were scheduled during lunch break）. Two of the
respondents work at an international law firm. One is
an English teacher at a university in Tokyo. One is a
coordinator for a training firm specializing in busi-
ness English course. One is a translator, and one
works a coordinator for a company specializing in in-
ternational trade shows.
Because of the small number of people responding
to the questionnaire, I am not emphasizing the statis-
tical results of the answers to the questions. But the
answers were generally in line with the results of the
questionnaire given out in the fall of２００２．
Table２
Questionnaire results（fall２００２）
Rating of seriousness of Pragmatic versus Grammatical
differences on a scale of １－５（Averages with１being
a positive rating and５being a negative rating）
Group Pragmatic Grammatical Difference
Japanese
Students ２ ３．７ －１．７
Workers ３．５ ２．８ ＋１．３
Native speakers ３．１ ３．５ －０．３
Table３
Questionnaire results（spring and summer２００３）
Rating of seriousness of Pragmatic versus Grammatical
differences on a scale of１to １０（with１being a nega-
tive rating and１０being a positive rating）
Group Pragmatic Grammatical Difference
Japanese workers ３．４ ４．９ －１．５
The rating system was switched in the second
round of questionnaires after initial participants
pointed out that a higher number seemed as it function
as a ‘positive’ score rather than a ‘negative’ one. The
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questionnaire was also expanded from twelve ques-
tions to eighteen with three questions containing no
pragmatic or grammatical violations（although this was
debatable in the case of question １３；with some re-
spondents feeling the response was brusque）．
Looking at the scales, the pragmatic errors were seen
as more serious by the Japanese workers in both stud-
ies. In the２００２study with a higher rating indicating a
more serious ‘mistake，’ the pragmatic errors were
given an average rating of ３．５ with the grammatical
errors only getting a rating of ２．８. In the ２００３ study
with a lower rating indicating a more serious ‘mis-
take，’ the pragmatic errors earned an average of ３．４
while grammatical errors averaged４．９．
Interviews-stage two.
The interviews were structured in three general
sections. The first section（questions１and２in the in-
terview questions; see Appendix C）was directly re-
lated to the questions on the questionnaire, and was
intended as a way to get the interviewees to open up
regarding their attitudes about different aspects of
English language usage. The second section（questions
３，４，and５）was directed towards eliciting opinions
about different situations in which the students have
‘learned’ about English. The final section（questions
６，７and８）was directed at eliciting opinions about
possible classroom situations.
In the first section of the interview, some inter-
esting issues raised by the respondents were that
grammatical errors were tolerable if the meaning was
clear, but the grammatical errors were not as accept-
able if they were in written form. Only two of the in-
terviewees（one had gone to college in the USA, and
one had attended international school in the Philip-
pines）seemed to think the response in question１７was
odd for being too polite, something most North
Americans might notice. Most of the respondents
characterized questions４，１０，and１２as being rude（ ‘I
hate rude people’ was a memorable comment about a
rating of ‘１’ on question number ４）．Though one of
the interviewees seemed to think that the response in
question １０ was okay, as it pertained to a school at-
mosphere and described it as ‘short and to the point．’
In the second section of the interview, one of the
respondents related a story about having been em-
ployed directly out of college in a job that dealt with
many embassy workers. When she moved on to a less
formal job many of her co-workers initially felt her
language to be to formal and was not appropriate to
the office situation. All of the respondents felt that
being corrected by friends for issues regarding prag-
matic competence was helpful, and none of them felt it
was embarrassing. They as a whole were more wor-
ried about the embarrassing mistakes they may have
made if they were not corrected. Most of the respon-
dents could not remember a specific situation in which
they had been corrected by an acquaintance regarding
issues of pragmatics, yet many of them responded with
answers indicating they had received this kind of
feedback in the past, but did not recall the specific
situation（ ‘maybe a long time ago’ and ‘not recently’
were typical answers, indicating that most of these
situations had taken place when the interviewees were
studying abroad-yet office situations were also men-
tioned-as in the case of the women who said her co-
workers found her language ‘too formal’）.
In the final section of the interview, four out of
the six respondents indicated that they would prefer a
medium sized class with two teachers rather than a
small class with one teacher. This I found rather sur-
prising, given the emphasis on ‘small class size’ and
‘one on one teaching’ in advertising for conversation
schools in Japan. Two of the respondents felt that a
small class with one teacher would give the students a
better chance to talk and one of them stated that ‘in a
larger class students lose the opportunity to talk, and
with two teachers they might not know who to follow.’
The other respondents cited various reasons as to
why they preferred a larger class with two teachers.
A few of them stated that there would be more oppor-
tunities to hear English at a ‘natural speed’ and with
‘more natural interaction,’ but one of them also cau-
tioned that in a situation such as this the teachers
need to be careful to ‘give individual instructions.’ On
a similar note one of the respondents（an English
teacher）felt that having a larger class with two teach-
ers would give students more opportunities to monitor
mistakes in native speaker and non-native speaker
conversations. Another student indicated that this
class structure would also give her more opportunities
to learn from other students. Both of these responses
seem to reflect theories of classroom interaction cov-
ered in Ohta（２００１）. A few of the interviewees said
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they had never considered the possibility of a larger
class size with multiple teachers. This would seem to
be in line with the two standard models of teaching
conversational English in Japan: the conversation
school model-of a small class with one native speaker,
and the AET（assistant English teacher）model of a
native speaker and a Japanese English teacher leading
a class（often with rather rigid roles for each teacher
to play）．
As I stated in the introduction of the paper, I felt
after having conducted these interviews that I would
like to speak to someone who had organized larger
classes with multiple teachers. In light of this, I ar-
ranged for an interview with a manager at a company
specializing in international business training semi-
nars. Most of the seminars have multiple instructors
and feature a variety of student and teacher ‘roles.’
Before the interview we identified three problems
that I felt were more administrative and did not have
direct bearing on the issues I wanted to explore. The
first was materials; there are simply not a variety of
materials geared toward multiple teacher classrooms.
The second and third issues are related to personnel
management. Obviously personality differences could
ruin a classroom situation very quickly. Less obvi-
ously is the fact that preparation would be more com-
plex; a single teacher can prepare for class at home
the evening before a lesson. Multiple teachers would
have to coordinate on a variety of issues to make the
class a success.
One issue that was mentioned at first was the
question of Confucian and Socratic teaching methods.
The manager indicated that most western teachers
feel that improvisation was a strength in multiple
teacher classes, but some of the students feel uncom-
fortable with the teachers’ improvisations and have
trouble following the class. He indicated that in
classes in Japan, the goal had to be especially clear in
improvisational sections such as these or else the stu-
dents might feel the class is pointless. He especially
indicated that the teachers must agree clearly on the
same goal. He pointed out that in college classes in
the United States, discussion groups and multiple（or
even changeable）goals were common. The goal of in-
troducing students to this type of class（and business）
structure was part of the course; but these goals had
to be balanced against the students’ comfort level
‘with the teachers’ style and the structure of the
seminar.
Implications
Suggestions for further research
One of the main problems I had conducting this
research was gaining access to a wide variety of peo-
ple employed in this field. As I mentioned before, I
believe that having companies participate in this re-
search would be the best possible way to gather a
wide variety of reliable data. Initially, I had wanted to
distribute questionnaires to students taking corporate
training courses, but I found myself unable to conduct
this element of my research, as my work on this pro-
ject was conducted independently of the companies ar-
ranging the classes. Having corporate training compa-
nies conduct this type of research would fit in with
the concept of conducting needs analysis for groups
within the business community, and I believe would
enhance the companies ability to judge useful curric-
ula.
I have mentioned that the items involving prag-
matic errors were culled from notes taken during
teaching in Japan. These items did cause problems for
Japanese English speakers when interacting with na-
tive speakers. The fact that some native speakers did
not see this items as warranting concern could simply
be attributed to different personality types, but it
could also be attributed to the fact that a written
questionnaire does not carry the same force as face-
to-face interaction. Filmed or videotaped examples of
pragmatic errors followed up with questionnaires and
interviews may provide a more well rounded picture
of opinions regarding the salience of these errors.
（Though I have to take issue with the artificiality of
many videotaped materials that purport to show inter-
action for educational purposes．）
Conclusions
Recently as a result of the JET program, there
has been a closer look at team-teaching in the second
language classroom in Japan. Based upon my inter-
views with Japanese office workers regarding their
interactions with their English speaking co-workers,
as well as their classroom learning experiences, I feel
that a closer look at other types of multiple teacher
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situations is warranted.
As programs such as JET are based in secondary
schools in Japan, they are at a distance from most of
the occupational and social situations described above.
Many colleges however, have students majoring in ar-
eas where the above multiple teacher situations may
provide students with learning situations that might
benefit from larger seminar style classes with multi-
ple teachers.
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Appendix-A Questionnaire 2002
（Items marked with an * indicate items involving
issues pragmatic competence）
Questionnaire-Sociolinguistics
Thank you for your participation.
In this questionnaire I will ask you to give your reac-
tions to different items that might be considered in-
correct or problematic when using English. Please re-
member that this is not a test. I am only interested in
your attitudes regarding the phases below.
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１．Could you please provide the following information
Occupation ____________ Nationality____________
If English is not your native language, how long
have you studied English?___________
Where did you study English（Circle as many an-
swers as are applicable）
１．Junior High/High School ２．College ３．Conver-
sation School ４．Business Class ５．Living abroad
６．Other ____________
TOEIC score（optional）＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
Please read the following passages and decide to what
degree you regard the use of English as appropriate
or correct. The situations and statements may or may
not include grammatical mistakes. In your rating the
‘1’ end of the scale should be seen as the rating you
would give to expressions that you do not see as a ma-
jor problem or issue of concern. The ‘5’ end of the
scale is the rating you would give to expressions that
you would view as needing attention or would cause
you concern.
1. Mr. Smith and Mr.Jones are in the office waiting
for the morning meeting to begin.
Mr. J. “How long does it take you to get here in the
mornings?”
Mr. S. “It usually take me about two hours to get to
work.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
*2. Mr. Lee of APC Inc. has arrived for an important
meeting with Mr. Smith. He is calling Mr. Smith’s ex-
tension from the reception area.
Mr. L “Hello, I am here for my three o’clock meeting
with Mr. Smith.”
Mr. S. “This is Henry Smith. I am busy. I want you to
wait five minutes.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
3. Mr. Smith is on the telephone making a reservation
for a business dinner at a restaurant in Chicago.
R. “How many are in your party, sir?”
Mr. S. “Ah, Yes. We are three of us, is that okay?”
R. “That is fine. Mr. Smith, party of three, at eight
o’clock.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
4. Mr. Johnson is addressing some colleagues about
the current business climate.
Mr. J “We have been having many of the serious prob-
lems recently.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
*5. Peter is speaking to Mrs. Rafferty, whose family
is hosting Peter for a homestay in Los Angeles
Mrs. R. “Well Peter, is there anything you would like
us to show you in Los Angeles today?”
P. “I want to go to the beach and I want to go to
Universal Studios.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
6. Mr. Smith is showing some colleagues his new
apartment.
Mr. S “I bought some furnitures for my house.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
7. Mr. Johnson is waiting for an appointment. The
secretary offers him some coffee.
S. “Would you care for some coffee?”
Mr. J “Yes, please.”
S. “Do you take cream or sugar?”
Mr. J “I like the cream, but not the sugar.”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
8.Mr. Smith is discussing moving a meeting with his
boss.
Mr. S. “Is it acceptable if we moving the meeting to
ten o’clock?”
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
9. Mr. Smith’s secretary has sent an e-mail to the of-
fice in Denver detailing Mr. Smith’s travel plans.
Mr. Smith will arriving in Denver on Sunday,
December3rd. He will leaving on Friday the 8th.
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
*10. Mr. Smith and his sales team are meeting with
the board of directors of his company at the head of-
fice in Seattle. Mr. Smith has sent an e-mail to Mr.
Whiteman, the vice-president of his company regard-
ing travel arrangements for members of Mr. Smith’s
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sales team.
Mr. Whiteman,
Thank you for arranging the meeting with the
board of directors on the 20th. We will be ar-
riving in Seattle on the 19th. We need you to
reserve two hotel rooms for three nights.
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
Appendix-B Questionnaire 2003
Questionnaire-Intercultural Communication
Thank you for your participation. In this question-
naire I will ask you to give your reactions to a variety
of different English phrases and/or brief conversa-
tions in different contexts. Please remember this is
not a test. I am only interested in your attitudes re-
garding the samples of English provided below.
1. Could you please provide the following information
Occupation_________________
How long have you studied English?______________
Where did you study English? (Circle as many an-
swers as are applicable)
1.Junior High/High School 2.College 3.Conver-
sation School 4.Business Class 5.Living Abroad
6.Other ______________
TOEIC score(Optional)__________________
Please read the following passages and rate the level
to which you feel each represents an appropriate use
of English. In your rating the ‘1’ end of the scale is
the rating you would give to a passage you see as in-
appropriate. The ‘10’ end of the scale is the rating
you would give to a passage that you see as containing
no problems at all.
1. Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones are in the office waiting
for the morning meeting to begin.
Mr. J: “How long does it take you to get here in the
mornings?
Mr. S: “It usually take me about two hours to get to
work.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
2. Mr. Pynchon is discussing a new project with some
clients. He feels the meeting room is a little chilly.
Mr. P: “Would you mind if I turned the heat up a
little?”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
3. Mr. Smith is on the telephone making a reservation
for a business dinner at a restaurant in Chicago.
R: “How many are in your party sir?”
Mr. S: “We are three of us, is that okay”
R. “That is fine. Mr. Smith, party of three, at
eight o’clock.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
4. Mr. Lee of APC Inc. has arrive for an important
meeting with Mr. Smith. He is calling Mr. Smith’s ex-
tension from the reception area.
Mr. L: “Hello, This is Thomas Lee, I am here for my
three o’clock meeting with Mr. Smith.”
Mr. S: “This is Henry Smith. I am busy. I want you
to wait five minutes.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
5. Mary Ann had promised to meet her friend tonight
but has to cancel the plans.
MA: “I’m very sorry to be having to do this but I
am not being able to meet you tonight.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
6. Jodie’s friend had asked her to return a library
book for her, but Jodie forgot to return it after
school today.
J: “Oh, sorry about that. I’ll return it tomorrow
-I promise.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
7. Mr. Johnson is addressing some colleagues about
the current business climate.
Mr. J: “We have been having many of the serious
problems recently.”
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-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
8. Mr. Smith is showing some friends his new apart-
ment.
Mr. S: “I bought some new furnitures for my house.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
9. Peter is speaking to Mrs. Rafferty, whose family is
hosting Peter on a homestay for a high school ex-
change program.
Mrs. R: “Well Peter, is there anything you would like
us to show you in Los Angeles today?
P: “I want to go to the beach and I want to go
to Universal Studios.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
10. Jane is looking for her teacher. She asks a class-
mate for help.
J: “Tell me where Mr. Olivetti is.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
11. Mr. Smith is discussing moving a meeting with his
boss.
Mr. S: “Is it acceptable if we moving the meeting to
ten o’clock?”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
12. Mr. Lee has arrived at the reception area at
ADEL, a large software company. He is speaking to
the receptionist.
R: “Could you sign the visitor’s book, please.”
Mr. L. “Okay, Give me your pen.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
13. Ms. Conners is waiting for a meeting with a client.
The secretary has seated her in the meeting room.
S: “Would you like something to drink? Coffee?
Ms. C: “Do you have tea? I don’t drink coffee.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
14. Mr. Smith’s Secretary has sent an e-mail to the
office in Denver detailing Mr. Smith’s travel plans.
Mr. Smith will arriving in Denver on Sun-
day, December 3rd. He will leaving on Friday
the 8th.
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
15. Ms. Willow is a receptionist at a large company. A
client has been waiting for one of the company’s em-
ployees, who is late for a meeting.
Client: “May I have another cup of coffee?”
Ms. W “Get it yourself.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
16. John has written a thank you note to Mr. and Mrs.
King who had John at their house for a homestay.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. King,
Thank you for your being kindness to me. I was
very enjoyed my time at your house.
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
17. Joe invites a colleague, Fred, out for a drink after
work.
J: “Do you feel like having a beer after we’re done?”
F: “I’m afraid that I cannot meet you for a beer af-
ter work, I am very sorry, but recently I have
been feeling slightly ill and so I will not be able
to come. Thank you for the invitation.”
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
18. Mr. Smith and his sales team are meeting with the
board of directors of his company at the head office in
Seattle. Mr. Smith has sent an e-mail to Mr. White-
man, the vice-president of his company regarding
travel arrangements for members of Mr. Smith’s sales
team.
Mr. Whiteman,
Thank you for arranging the meeting with the
board of directors on the 20th. We will be arriv-
ing in Seattle on the 19th. We need you to reserve
two hotel rooms for three nights.
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-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
Appendix-C Interview questions 2003
Interview questions
1. Regarding question ____ how would you rate that
question? What reason do you give for your rating?
2. Look at question(s)(pragmatic#)How do you feel
about these responses?
3. Regarding issues of politeness in using English,
can you recall moments in which you have made
statements you believed to be grammatically correct
but were taken as quite rude by the person to whom
you were speaking?
4. Have you ever been corrected or advised by an
English speaking friend or colleague (not an English
Instructor) in a social setting on the proper way to
use English in a certain situation?
5. If so, How did you feel about this? Did you re-
gard it as embarrassing? Rude? Helpful? Or a com-
bination of the above?
6. Do you feel that you remember things better that
you have learned in classroom situations, social
situations, or work related situations?
7. Which of the following classroom situations do
you feel might be most beneficial to your English
studies
a. A small class (3-8people) with one Native Speak-
ing English teacher leading the class.
b. A medium sized class (9-15people) with two Na-
tive English teachers teaching together and leading
smaller groups within the class.
8. Can you give some reasons for your opinion on
the above question?
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